The gain of Metal Wrap Through (MWT) cells and modules in comparison to standard modules has been extensively reported in the past. Most studies are limited to Standard Test Conditions (STC), and outdoor performance is not regarded. This paper studies the outdoor performance and energy yield of back contact foil based MWT modules in comparison to standard modules. A big advantage is the very low series resistance of the MWT modules; its influence on energy yield is simulated and compared to standard modules for different locations throughout Europe. It is shown that the gain at STC conditions is largely translated into a gain in the produced energy. The gain is confirmed by outdoor measurements on two locations in Europe. It is shown that the monthly performance ratios of the MWT and H-pattern modules do not differ and thus the gain at STC is a good measure for the eventual gain in energy yield.
Introduction
The performance of Metal Wrap Through (MWT) cells and modules and their gain with respect to standard H-pattern cells has been demonstrated by a number of parties in the past. Currently MWT modules are gaining increased interest from industry [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , most importantly because of the advantage of up to 10% in total area efficiency [3, 4] on module level.
In most studies the gain is investigated at Standard Test Conditions (STC) and outdoor performance and energy yield is not regarded yet. This paper will describe the field performance of back contact foil based modules in comparison to standard modules. Simulations are performed and verified by actual outdoor data.
The first part of this paper consist of simulations on the outdoor performance of MWT modules compared to standard 2-and 3-busbar modules for different locations in Europe. Secondly we will compare field data of different modules to demonstrate the gain of MWT modules is maintained when comparing energy yield of the different modules.
Simulations
The simulations on the outdoor performance are based on a 2-diode model for the cell, extended to a module consisting of 60 cells. As input we use typical values obtained from fitting cell IV curves. The annual yield is calculated for a number of locations in Europe. First the difference between the MWT module and standard modules is explained, next the description of the used model and finally the results are stated.
MWT module vs. H-module
The gain for MWT modules compared to standard modules can be attributed to a number of advantages: a higher cell-efficiency; on module level the interconnection technology that results in a much lower overall series resistance and because of the lack of tabs and busbars, a lower shading fraction and a larger packing density can be obtained, yielding larger total area efficiency.
In the simulations, parameters as stated in Table 1 are used for the 3 types of modules. The lower series resistance will have an influence on the expected annual yield [6] and its magnitude will be investigated.
Temperature vs. windspeed
The temperature of the module is an important parameter in the energy yield investigation. Extensive models for the thermal behavior have been investigated [7] [8] [9] . Although these models are physically correct, their accuracy does largely depend on the assumptions for all input parameters. Hence in this paper we use the simple relation between module temperature and irradiation:
where T mod , T amb are module and ambient temperature, G POA is the in-plane irradiance, k is the slope dependent on the location and the Nominal Operation Cell Temperature (NOCT) of the module. In measurements in Stuttgart (D) and Petten (NL) a clear difference is visible in the slopes, caused by the windchill effect.
For the modeling of this effect, we introduce an effective windspeed v w,eff. , defined as a weighted average over a year:
Based on the outdoor measurements and meteorological data obtained from MeteoNorm [10] a linear relation between the effective windspeed and the k is assumed and used for modeling of the module temperature.
Outdoor performance model
The simulations of the generated power per location are based on meteorological data obtained from MeteoNorm [10] . For every location, the optimal angle is determined and the occurrence percentage per ambient temperature / irradiance combination is obtained. For every temperature / irradiance condition, location-specific power is calculated using the two-diode model. As input, the module temperature (calculated based on eqs. (1) and (2)) is used. For every location the occurrences and powers are multiplied and the sum is the annual generated energy.
Results
In Figure 1a the annual yield is plotted for every location, Figure 1b shows the gain of the MWT module with respect to the standard 2-and 3-busbar modules. The gain in energy yield with respect to 2-busbar modules is on average close to 9% (in comparison to 10% for STC). For 3-busbar modules the gain in STC (8.4%) is almost fully preserved in annual yield (~8%).
To support these simulations, the outdoor performance of 3-busbar modules and MWT modules is compared in Stuttgart. For this analysis, 2 different 3-busbar modules (A and B) and one Sunweb MWT module is used. The data from April till November 2011 is analyzed. Here we regard the performance ratio of the separate modules only (no system component is taken into account). This DC Module performance ratio PR module is defined as the ratio of the generated energy by the module and the received irradiation, divided by the STC power.
The PR for 3-busbar modules and the MWT module is compared to simulations. The results are plotted in Figure 2 . Gain wrt 2BB Gain wrt 3BB
The actual measured PR is higher than expected from simulations, but the same trend is visible. This is partly because the simulations cover a full year as the measurements only 8 months; furthermore, in the regarded period the effective temperature was lower than average.
The differences between the measured PR of the modules are very small and within the error margin of the measurement. These small differences are expected from the simulations. If a difference can be assumed, it is a loss of 0.7% in PR. This still results in a gain in annual yield of 8% under the assumptions stated in table 1. 
Conclusions
The performance of MWT modules is compared to 2-and 3-busbar modules for typical locations across Europe. According to simulations, the gain in annual yield is almost equal to STC gain: 8% for 3-busbar modules, 9% for 2-busbar modules. Outdoor measurements in Stuttgart show similar differences when comparing MWT to 3-busbar modules.
As expected from the low series resistance, the Sunweb gain is largest for high irradiance conditions as found in southern Europe.
The overall conclusion is that also in the field MWT modules the gain is preserved and they outperform 2-and 3-busbar modules.
